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Andrew Schorr: 
Hello and welcome to Patient Power.  I'm Andrew Schorr on location at the big American Society of Hematology meeting.  
Lots of blood-related conditions discussed and of course MPNs and a lot of people talking about the development of new 
drugs.  Where do drugs come from?  I take a drug called ruxolitinib (Jakafi) for myelofibrosis.  Or Jakafi, and a few weeks 
ago I ran into this man, Dr. Phillip Liu—did I get it right?   
 

Dr. Liu: 
Yes, that's good… 
 

Andrew Schorr: 
…who works at the company that developed Jakafi, or ruxolitinib, and he was telling me he's been there 15 years and it 
wasn't a straight line to developing it for us with myelofibrosis.  So tell us a little bit about that.  So let's go back 15 years.  
What were you trying to figure out in the lab and what did you think it was for?   
 

Dr. Liu: 
Right.  So we started our JAK kinase program back in 2002 with the understanding that JAK kinases were important for 
inflammatory processes, and it's well established that many cancers are driven by high inflammation.  So we were thinking 
about cancers that were associated with inflammation like multiple myeloma, prostate cancer and perhaps some other 
diseases as well.   
 

Andrew Schorr: 
Okay.  So tell us about the wind-y road that got you to myelofibrosis.   
 

Dr. Liu: 
Right.  So we obviously didn't intend for ruxolitinib to be used for MPNs, but around the end of 2004 our project leader, (?) 
Chris Body, came back from a meeting in Europe, and he was so full of excitement, because at that meeting he had heard 
about the discovery of a mutation in the JAK2 kinase that was found in nearly 100 percent of polycythemia vera patients, 



and this was the JAK2V617F mutation.  And we knew that, like for CML, activating mutations in specific genes can be 
pathogenic, and can be targeted for effective therapies.   
 
So we started to investigate.  So I remember exactly when he came back from the meeting and announced this finding in 
the room.  We were all filled with excitement but at the same time we looked around in puzzlement because none of us had 
ever heard of these diseases before, polycythemia vera or myelofibrosis, and that was really the beginning.   
 

Andrew Schorr: 
So, wait a second.  So, in other words, a gene had been identified, right?   
 

Dr. Liu: 
Yes.   
 

Andrew Schorr: 
And then you figured out that this drug you'd been working on could possibly inhibit that oncogene, but you didn't know 
what disease, you didn't know anything at that point.   
 

Dr. Liu: 
Right.  So at the meeting a few scientists from around the world had all simultaneously discovered this mutation in 
polycythemia vera and myelofibrosis patients and they had done some preliminary studies that suggested that if you 
reduced the activity of JAK2 that that would have beneficial effects in animal models.  And so when we heard about this we 
immediately set out to try to reproduce some of those experiments to convince ourselves that this was a potential therapy 
for those diseases.   
 

Andrew Schorr: 
So when you started to see some benefit… 
 

Dr. Liu: 
Yes.   
 

Andrew Schorr: 
…was it like, eureka, maybe we're on to something?   
 

Dr. Liu: 
Yeah, absolutely.  From that moment on both the discovery team and to their credit our clinical—our clinical scientists in 
development switched our development program from some of these other cancers to MF.   
 

Andrew Schorr: 
So that's how a drug gets devoted to a certain illness when that wasn't the original plan at all.   
 

Dr. Liu: 
Absolutely.  That's right.  It was a stroke of good fortune for us because we were at the point where we were entering 
clinical trials with ruxolitinib and this finding fell into our laps, if you will, and when we confirmed it in our own hands that 
ruxolitinib could have beneficial effects on models of MPNs we decided to go for it.   



 

Andrew Schorr: 
So this could happen again with other drugs, right?  You think it might be for this, and then as we learn about cancer genes 
you find out it's for that.   
 

Dr. Liu: 
That's right.  It happens repeatedly in pharmaceuticals and biotechnology.  There are many drugs that have been 
repurposed for other indications.   
 

Andrew Schorr: 
Hmm.  Okay.  Well, thank you so much.   
 

Dr. Liu: 
Thank you.   
 

Andrew Schorr: 
And so I guess the message here is thank god the scientists keep working on it, right?  It's like a windy road but for those of 
us who've benefited from ruxolitinib, I have, and even if that's not the right medication for you hopefully there are 
scientists like this who keep at it.  So thanks so much for your work.   
 

Dr. Liu: 
Thank you.  Yes.   
 

Andrew Schorr: 
We really appreciate it.  Andrew Schorr giving you just a little window into drug development and how—they're very 
dedicated people, but sometimes what turns out to be the right answer was not what they were thinking as they began.   
 
Remember, knowledge can be the best medicine of all.   
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